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ABSTRACT
Software vulnerabilities are costly. NIST estimates that cost to be $60 billion each year, which includes
the costs for developing and distributing software patches and reinstalling infected systems and the
lost productivity due to malware and errors. The problem of software vulnerabilities is not new. What is
new and promising is the increasing adoption of cryptography and security mechanisms in common
software applications. However, it is difficult to write crypto code correctly. The practical task of
securing cryptographic implementation is still in its infancy. This status is in sharp contrast with the multidecade advancement of modern cryptography. This gap became particularly alarming, after
multiple high-profile discoveries of cryptography-related vulnerable code in widely used network
libraries and tools (e.g. the lack of authenticated encryption in iMessage, Diffie-Hellman key exchange
downgrade vulnerability in TLS, and the exposure of random seeds in Juniper Network). In this talk, we
will present our ongoing effort on cryptographic program analysis (CPA) where we design and
develop rigorous static program analysis tools to detect crypto vulnerabilities in C and Java programs,
as well as our empirical findings from the Stack Overflow forum that motivate the need for effective
crypto coding assistance.
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